
 
Mathematics 

“If Mathematics is to be understood widely,  
we need to emphasise its elegance and application” Johnny Ball 

Summerhill students will be 

valuable members of society 

Mathematical students will demonstrate 
a deep understanding of the 
curriculum. This is complemented by a 
spiral curriculum which regularly 
explores and builds upon embedded 
key skills. These key skills can be 
applied by students to real world 
situations.  

 

We believe it is essential that students 
develop their mathematical 
understanding in and outside the 
classroom. For this to happen, students 
should question, explore, and wonder 
about the mathematical world they live 
in 

Summerhill students will be  

skilled communicators 

Students will be resilient learners 
where problem solving is integral to 
Mathematics and our curriculum 
provides all students with the 
opportunity to delve into these skills. 
 
Students can communicate, justify, 
argue, and prove using mathematical 
vocabulary. 
 
Students will be able to follow a line of 
enquiry, form relationships and 
generalisations, discuss with 
confidence, proof, and evidence their 
findings. 

Summerhill students will be 

knowledgeable 

Students will experience a curriculum 
which is rich in skills and knowledge, 
igniting passion and curiosity. 
 
Every student is entitled to become 
fluent in the fundamental content for 
their age whilst receiving the relevant 
challenge and support needed.  
 
We build our cultural capital through 
experiences such as Pi Day where 
students are able to explore Pi, its 
origin, application and impact on 
modern day life. 

Our curriculum is underpinned by four key values: 

Courage   – doing what is right; being truthful; trying new experiences; taking risks in the pursuit of personal development 

Ambition   – having the highest aspirations and expectations of ourselves / others; being brilliant in all we do; having belief that  
     challenges can be overcome with the right attitude and hard work  

Respect  – thinking about the way we interact with others; being considerate to ourselves, others and the environment; responding to  
     expectations and working together in teams  

Effort   – investing time and energy to achieve success; always giving our best in everything we do; demonstrating resilience 
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